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"Scientific Software Builds Laser Targeted Email Lists, And Converts 14.7 More Of Your Visitors Into

Buyers Automatically!" A Brand New Technology In List Building And Web Conversion Is Now Available

And It's Not Anything To Do With Co-Op's, or Buying Leads... Install "Super Squeeze Page Generator"

And Watch Your Conversion Ratio's Skyrocket Overnight! You Can now Quickly And Easily "Super

Target" Your Prospects, Personalize Their Surfing Experience And Close More Sales! "Lock the door, get

planted in front of your screen and get ready for the response increasing breakthrough that is going to

change your business!" Super Squeeze Page Generator will help you... * Build a super responsive list of

hungry leads in record breaking time! * Automatically customize your website sales copy to your users

preferences on the fly. * Increase your sites response rate and increase it over time automatically! *

Literally read your prospects mind and then auto generate sales pages laser targeted specifically to them-

this will increase your conversion ratios up to 400! * Personalize your sales experience to each and every

customer, no more Dear Friend, now it will be Dear Mark, or Dear Sally... Your prospects name will

appear all over your sales letter! Everyone loves hearing their own name... no you can use it as your

secret weapon! What Exactly Does Super Squeeze Page Generator Do? * Makes ultra effective and

responsive lead capture pages that grab your visitors e-mail address, names, and other personalized

information. * Personalizes the website by any variable you choose based on a question you ask them

example: "What's Your Favorite Color Car?" * Creates multiple sales pages automatically and tests the

response on them to show you exactly which one is making the most sales. * Places your prospects

name right IN the sales letter for a turbo charged personalization effect. * Let's you edit your pages with a

built in WYSIWYG editor for complete ease and quickness. * Tracks how many visitors went to each

page, which page converted more sales and which answer was chosen most from your question. *

Display's the statistics for everything in a beautiful graphical interface for easy viewing and understanding.

Sure there have been Squeeze Page makers and Lead Capture Page creators out for a while now but

none of them did anything more than get an e-mail and send your prospect to a cold, unpersonalized

sales page. Now you can make your visitors feel like your rearranging just for them when they show up
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like an old friend...that builds relationships. Super Squeeze Page Generator is... * Amazingly quick & easy

to install on your server! * Extremely effective, automated, and truly fun to use! * Brutally eye opening

when it comes to what is going to make your site money! "Your Web Site Will Make Money And Your List

Will Be More Targeted, I Guarantee It!" Requirements: PHP 4.0 or better, MySql, Ability to set file

permissions to 777- This is a webserver based software not a desktop software!
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